In this paper, we proposed an adaptive-backstepping position control system for mobile manipulator robot (MMR). By applying recurrent fuzzy wavelet neural networks (RFWNNs) in the position-backstepping controller, the unknown-dynamics problems of the MMR control system are relaxed. In addition, an adaptive-robust compensator is proposed to eliminate uncertainties that consist of approximation errors and uncertain disturbances. The design of adaptive-online learning algorithms is obtained by using the Lyapunov stability theorem. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by comparative simulation results.
INTRODUCTION
The MMR has been applied in a variety of applications in industrial sectors, such as mining, outdoor exploration, and planetary sciences. The MMR structure consists of arms and a mobile platform with kinematic and dynamic constraints, which make it a highly coupled dynamic nonlinear system. Therefore, the traditional model control methods-based feedback techniques with the assumptions of known dynamics [1] are not easy to utilize in the MMR control system. The method using adaptive model-free controllers-based fuzzy/neural networks (NNs) is a useful tool to deal with the uncertain dynamics of the MMR [2] . With the selflearning characteristic, good approximation capability [3] , the NNs have been applied successfully in robotic control applications [4, 5] . Fuzzy NNs (FNNs), the combination of the NNs and fuzzy techniques, contains both easy interpretability of the fuzzy logics and learning ability of the NNs. Therefore, the NNs have a good support for the fuzzy system in tuning the fuzzy rules and membership functions. The MMR-applications in [6] presented the FNNs structures that were simply capable of static mapping of the input-output training data due to theirs feed-forward network structures. To overcome this drawback, recurrent FNNs (RFNNs) structures [7] have been proposed to associate dynamic structures in the forms of the feedback links employed as internal memories. Thus, the RFNNs have a dynamic mapping and they present a sound control performance in the face of uncertainties variation. Recently, wavelet NNs (WNNs) and fuzzy WNNs (FWNNs) have attracted a lot of attention of researchers. The structure of WNNs/FWNNs is presented by combining the decomposition capability of the wavelet and the learning capability of NNs/FNNs [8, 9] . The wavelet function is spatially localized such that the WNNs/FWNNs can converge faster, and achieve smaller approximation errors and size of networks than the NNs [8, 9] .
In recent years, backstepping control system (BCS) has been widely exploited in control systems for various robotic applications [10 -12] . The main advantage of the BCS is represented by keeping the robustness properties with respect to the uncertainties [10] . The intelligent techniques, such as the FNNs and NNs, have been proven to be a good candidate for enhancing the ability and overcoming the defects of the recursive backstepping design methodology [12] .
In this study, a novel RFWNNs is proposed, which incorporates highlighted features of the WNNs and the RFNNs. The aim of this study is to design an intelligent control system by inheriting the advantage of the conventional BCS to achieve high position-tracking for the MMR control system. Therefore, the RWFNNs are applied in the tracking-position BCS to deal with unknown highly coupled dynamics of the MMR control system in the presence of various operating conditions. The purpose of this approach is that improve the flexibility and tracking errors of the previous model-free-based NNs controllers for the MMR [4 -6] under timevarying uncertainty conditions. In addition, an adaptive-robust compensator is also proposed to solve the aforementioned drawbacks of the previous methods [4, 5, 11] , such as the inevitable approximation errors, disturbances and the requirement for prior knowledge of the controlled system (the bounds of uncertain parameters). The online-learning algorithms of the controller parameters are obtained by the Lyapunov theorem, such that the stability of the controlled system is guaranteed. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the properties of the MMR control system, the backstepping controller, the structure of the RFWNNs and the adaptive control algorithm. The comparative simulation results for the MMR are described in Section 3. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section 4.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preliminaries
System description
In general, the dynamics of MMR can be expressed as a Lagrange function form [2] :
And m-kinematic constraints are described by Figure 1 , is applied to verify dynamics properties that are given in Section 3. In our study, we assume that the MMR is subject to known nonholonomic-constraints. Thus, the dynamics of MMR (1) can be expressed in the following form [2] : 
Assume that there exists a full-rank matrix 
where
qq is also a full-rank matrix. From the equations (4) and (5), there exists a vector and its derivation satisfies 
By defining ,
where ( ) ( ),0;0, qn qq
. By differentiating the equation (7), yields 
And according to the equation (8), the dynamics of the MMR system (1) can be rewritten as [2] :
where , ; , ,
M is uniformly bounded and continuous.
Property 2.2:
M is a positive definite symmetric-matrix, and M is uniformly bounded: 
Property 2.3:
S is a skew-symmetric matrix.
Backstepping controller
Given a desired position trajectory ,
. We will design a backstepping controller such that ,
is assumed to be bounded and uniformly continuous, and it has bounded and uniformly continuous derivatives up to the second orders. The structure of the position-backstepping controller is described step-by-step as follows:
Step 1: Define the tracking-error vector 1 () et and its derivative as (10) where can be viewed as a first virtual control input. Define a stabilizing-function as
where 1 K is the positive constant matrix. Then, the first Lyapunov function is chosen as
Then the derivative of 1 () Vt can be represented as
Step 2: The derivative of 2 e can be expressed as 27 where can be viewed as the second virtual control input. By using the equations (10), (11), (13) and (15), the equations (9) can be rewritten as
Define the second Lyapunov function as the following form:
Then the derivative of 2 () Vt can be represented as
By substituting the equation (16) into the equation (17), yields 
Step 3: If the dynamics of the MMR are exactly known, then, the ideal tracking position backstepping law can be designed as
where 2 K is a positive constant matrix. By substituting the equation (20) into the equation (19), we can obtain the following inequality:
As we can see from the result in (21), 2 ( ) 0 Vt . Therefore, the stability of the tracking-position BCS can be guaranteed [13] . Unfortunately, this tracking-position BCS requires the detailed dynamics of the MMR that cannot be exactly obtained. Thus, the RFWNNs will be proposed in the next section to deal with this drawback.
The structure of RFWNNs
The proposed RFWNNs' structure is the combination of the recurrent structure and the FWNNs [9] . Here, the structure of the FWNNs consists of the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy system and the WNNs. Figure 2 shows the structure of the proposed RFWNNs, which is explained as follows: . The RFWNNs are applied in the position-tracking BCS to approximate the dynamics of the controlled system. Based on the universal approximation error analysis, there exists an optimal RFWNNs structure with its optimal parameter such that [9] : 
Adaptive control algorithm
Position tracking control design
An actual RB-torque control-law is proposed as follows:
where ˆd r u is the robust term that is used to eliminate the approximation errors, unknown disturbances and unstructured parts of robot model, and the part ŵ y is the RFWNNs approximation function of the unknown function w y . Figure 3 shows the diagram blocks of the proposed control system. From (29), ŵ y can be represented as ˆˆ( ( ), , , )
where ,,,, We find that the closed-loop dynamic control system (32) from w y to 2 e is a state-strict passive system [9] . In general, a hybrid-NNs controller cannot be guaranteed to be passive if we don't give an appropriate updating law for the parameters of the networks. To achieve this, the linearization technique is used to transform the nonlinear output of the RFWNNs into a partially linear form [9] so that the Lyapunov theorem extension can be applied. Therefore, we will take the expansion of in a Taylor series to obtain the following form:
where is the vector of the higher-order terms in the Taylor series expansion, assume that 
where Based on these above analysis, the adaptive-learning algorithms for the RFWNNs and the robust term are proposed as follows: 
Stability analysis
Theorem: By considering the MMR dynamics model (9), all Assumptions hold. If the backstepping-control laws for the position-tracking are (30) and the adaptive-online learning algorithms for the RFWNNs and the robust term are designed as (40), then, the parameters of RFWNNs and the approximation errors are bounded, all the tracking state-errors 1 e and 2 e converge to zero, the control inputs are bounded for 0 t and the stability of the controlled system is guaranteed.
Proof: Define the Lyapunov function candidate as 
By substituting (36) into the equation (42), the update law are chosen as (40), we have is carried out using the Matlab package. The time sample for the simulation process is 0.001s.
The simulation results (for the tracking positions and the tracking errors) of the PIDC, NNs [4 and RB schemes are depicted in Figure 4 a-c, and g-j (for case 1) and Figure 5 a-c, and g-j (for case 2). The simulated-comparison-NMSE values of each method are presented in Table I . In cases 1, and 2, a good tracking-position can be obtained with the RB, PIDC, and NNs methods. But the tracking errors of the proposed RB strategy converge faster than that of the NNs, and PIDC methods. In addition, based on the NMSE measures, the proposed RB strategy has tracking-position improvements than that of the PIDC, and NNs schemes. Figure 4 d-f (for case 1) and Figure 5 d-f (for case 2) present the torque-control inputs of the RB, NNs, and the PIDC methods. In case 1, the performance of the control-torque inputs of all the methods are good. In case 2, while the proposed RB and the NNs strategy can show good torque-input performances at the parameter variation conditions (higher disturbances frequency, changing load on links), then, PIDC-torque-input performance has occurred chattering phenomena. In the simulation of the PIDC scheme, the PID parameters are chosen by the Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules that based on the step response of the robot-control system. But the MMR control system is the complex model, so the selection of the PIDC parameters is not easy. In the NNs [4] simulation, some control parameters, such as RBF function parameters that help achieving high accuracy are not easy to determine. These drawbacks cause the adaptation of the controllersbased NNs, or the PIDCs are lower than the proposed method. In the simulation of the proposed method, the control-parameters are chosen through some trials. The rise-time of the steady-state error can be reduced by increasing 21 , KK . However, the fast rise-time and small steady-state error will increase the control input. The learning parameters are chosen based on the response of the tuning objects and the accuracy of the approximation process. The selection of these parameters relates to the convergence rate of the state-errors. High learning rates may cause the RB controller to produce unstable output although the convergence speed becomes faster. Therefore, in the experimentation process, these parameters are chosen to achieve the superior transient control performance by considering the limitation of the control effort, the requirement of stability, and the possible operating conditions. Figure 6 . Speed-tracking of MMR in Cases 1 and 2.
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The robust characteristic of the proposed controller can be set with regard to the parameter variation and external disturbances. The simulated results of the robust term, outputs and estimation parameters of the RB for the proposed control system (with respect to cases 1 and 2) are depicted in Figure 4 k-m, and Fig. 5 k-m. In addition, the simulated results of the speed tracking of the MMR (with respect to cases 1 and 2) are depicted in Figure 6 . These simulation results are good, and they have proved the correctness of the proposed method including the boundedness of the control system parameters. Based on the comparison simulations, the proposed RFWNNs controller is more suitable to be implemented to control the MMR under the occurrence of parameter variation and external disturbances.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we successfully implemented an adaptive RB motion/force control strategy for the MMR. The RFWNNs have been applied in the tracking-position RB controller to approximate the dynamics of the robotic control system. By combining the advantages of the RFWNNs and BCS, the proposed control system has guaranteed the requirement for high accuracy of position tracking errors under variation conditions. In the RB control system, the information about constrained/assumption conditions or dynamics, uncertainties of robotic system control is not required. In addition, all adaptive online learning laws in the proposed control system are obtained in the sense of Lyapunov stability theorem so that the stability of the closed-loop control system can be guaranteed whether or not the appearance of uncertainties According to the comparison results of simulation process, besides the stability and robustness features, the performance of the proposed controller system has been improved, and it can be applied as a good alternative in the existing MMR control system.
